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Conceptions of the cognitive representations and processes
involved in discourse comprehension and production have been
undergoing an important shift in orientation, a shift that is
important to our conception of the nature of texts, of text
understanding, and of cognitive processes in knowledge creation and
'mitten communication. This shift in orientation replaces an
earlier teatzrajltield view in which the linguistic structure of a
text was viewed as central to discourse processing, with a
knowledge-centered view in which semantic structures for
represonting knowledge and cognitive processes for generating,
manipulating and communicating knowledge are viewed as central.

In this orientation, linguistic and textual structures are
subordinated to conceptual knowledge tAructures in discourse
processing. A text is viewed both: a) as a means of representing
conceptual knowledge, and b) as a structure Zhat incorporates
strategies (implicitly or intentionally) for communicating that
knowledge through its effects on the comprehension processes of
its readers (or listeners).

This shift re-introduces an earlier perspective on text
comprehension as a constructive process; but it introduces precise
models of semantic representation and processing, and related
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methods for the semantic analysis of discourse. These models lead
to a more unified account of discourse comprehension, production
and other discourse processing abilities (such as translation), and
they suggest certain new instructional approaches.

1. The Shift to a Knowledge-Centered Theory of Text Comprehension
asi

E-Ic&Aglion

When cognitive research on text comprehension began in the
early 1970'8, attention was focused on the p-ropositi-onaicontent of
text, and the inferential processes that a reader or listener applies
to a text to generate propositions from text segments. Text
comprehension was viewed as a process by which a reader (or
listener) generates sequences of mpluitigna, i.e., abstract
semantic representations, to represent the meaning of a text in
memory. These propositions are not limited to sentence meanings
but included inferred propositions as well. Such text-based
theories of comprehension viewed comprehension as a) interpreting
of the literal semantic content of sentences; and b) making
inferences that connect, complete, summarize, re-interpret or
elaborate the literal propositional contem of a text. An important
component of the theories developed at this time, therefore, was
the specification of the nature of propositional representations. A
second component was an attempt to specify types of inferential
operations or "macro-rules" that could be applied to a
"propositional text base" to generate inferred propositions that
summarize or embody the so-called "macro-structure" ot the text.

However, it soon becar le apparant that text-based theories
could not solve the problem of explaining why readers' text recalls
contain particular inferences and not others. It was as if a reader's
inferences were being directed by some top=clown strategy that
specified what structures the inferences were supposed to
generate. To explain such selective inference, a knowledge-based
theory was proposed in which text comprehension was viewed as a
kind of pattern-recognition in which text propositions are "fit" to
pre-existing patterns in memory called "frames" or "schemata".
Inferences are produced in attempting to fit text information to
memory frames or schemata. These are specific structures that
may be described in terms of semantic network data structures



(Le., conceptual graphs) already existing in memory that represent
particular knowledge structures.

Thus, semantic representations came to be thought of as
existing at two levels:

a propositional level representing chunks of semantic information
typica:ly represented in working memory (such as events, states, or
more complex relations among propositions), having modality and
trutn-value information, and encoded in sentences; and

a framelevel representing semantic network structures in long-
term memory composed of nodes and relations linking these nodes
into meaningful structural networks. According to schema theory,
readers match incoming semantic information to prior knowledge
structures that they retrieve from pre-existing frames residing in
long-term memory. In the process they may modify these frames as
necessary to fit the incoming "text data".

One problem with such "frame matching" theories is that they
require specific prior knowledge of text content. If readers lack
specific prior knowledge relevant to the semantic content of a text,
they would have no prior knowledge frames to which to fit text
propositions. Therefore they would have to rely on general-purpose
text-based processing strategies. However, research on
comprehension of unfamiliar stories and expository texts suggests
that this is not the case. Evidence of selective inferential
processing in recall and on=line text interpretation tasks indicates
that readers use top-down strategies for generating frame
representations of a text even in the absence of relevant prior
knowledge. Furthermore, they have specialized competency in
understanding particular MI= of semantic networks (Le frame
structures) expressed in texts (such ad narrtives, procedures,
problems, etc).

To account for this ability to oene rate semantic
representations, I have been developing a second type of
knowledge-based theory of text processing that may be termed a
rule-based theory. In a rule-based theory, a comprehender is
viewed as possessing rules for forming particular types of
semantic structures expressed in discourse. These rules are
assumed to be characterizable as semantic rammars A reader is
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assumed to "semantically parse" a text at different levels by
applying the production rules of the grammar to generate semantic
structure. This occurs both at a propositional level, and at higher
levels in which frame representations are constructed.

In current rule-based theory, semantic grammars are not
attached to any linguistic or sociolinguistic category (such as was
the case with "story grammars"; rather, they are sets of language-
independent rules for defining a type of semantic representation.
The rules in our grammars are expressed in the form of "BNF
grammars", a formalism taken from computer science that
corresponds to a recursive transition network parser.
Consequently, the grammars have semantic parsers associated with
them which may be proposed as models of human text processing.

2. Semantic-Grammars-_,and Discourse Analysis

Semantic grammars have been developed for both propositions
and for different types of frame-level semantic structures.
Propositions represent discrete chunks of semantic information
that are encoded syntactically and lexically in language. Frame-s
are Semantic structures that reflect different types of semantic
networks that are used to represent declarative information in
long-term memory (such as the structure of narratives, procedures,
descriptions, or problems). Semantic networks are structures for
data representation that are composed of nodes (that usually
contain concepts or pointers to other semantic network structures)
and links (labelled arcs or arrows pointing from one node to
another). Propositions, which are usually represented by a
predicate + arguments formalism, are equivalent to semantic
networks.

Associated with these grammars are semantic discourse
analysis procedures in which the grammars are applied to analyze a
text , first at a propositional level, and second, at a frame ;eve!.
This will be illustrated presently using scientific writing in the
domain of chemistry.

The semantic grammars being used in discourse analysis are
currently being implemented on Macintosh microcomputers as
"electronic grammars" which enable a researcher to analyze
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discourse while guided by a computer through a "top-down"
semantic parse of text segments. Using computer discourse
anlaysis environments to implement grammars, it is possible to
create tools that enable the precise semantic analysis of text
according to rules specified in a semantic grammar (e.g., a
propositional grammar). Previous methods of "propositional
analysis" were necessarily approximate and intuitive since the
rules underlying the representations were not specified precisely.
We are constructing a graphic environment for conducting such
analyses. The idea is to create an instructional environment for
training and assisting writers in planning and analyzing semantic
structures in composing and revising texts. Semantic structures
are displayed as objects on the screen that can be manipulated.

Semantic discourse analysis procedures may be illustrated
using a text on the chemistry of photosynthesis (Figure 1).

[Insert Figure 1 about-her-el

This text was segmented into clausal units consisting of main
clauses and bound adjuncts. Propositions were generated for each
clausal unit by applying the propositional grammar to the segment.
Any propositional information that was syntactically or lexically
marked in a segment was introduced into the proposition (Figure 2).

[Insert Figure 2 about here].

Then, descriptive frames were generated from the propositional
representation of the (Figures 3-6). In so doing, local coherence
inferences involving slot filling and replacement of anaphoric
elements with their referents was first carried out.

[Insert Figures-3-6-about here]

The resulting descriptive frames provide an abstract
representation of knowledge of a topic in chemistry. This "expert
frame" may be used as a canonical representation to assess
students' knowledge of this topic in chemistry, and their ability to
use this knowledge (e.g., In interpreting experiments), and
communicate it. The frame representation is abstract in the sense
that it is only indirectly related to the text. The specification of
how a text can be related to a semantic frame structure provides a
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starting point for analyzing the processes involved in the
production of semantic and discourse structures in writing. In the
present account, I will emphasize the production of semantic
representations. Bracewell has discussed the linkage between text
veneration and the generation of semantic structure in composing
discourse.

3. The Production of Semantic Representatio. in Writing

Despite the fact that rule-based models for sr-mar.tic
representation were developed to study text comprehension, they
have shifted the orientation from lexl_processing to knowledge
generation. This orientation to text processing is depicted in the
diagram (Figure 7).

[Insert Figure 7 about here]

Here, different levels of semantic ("conceptual") and language
("textual") representation are indicated together wiZh arrows
indicating how one level of structure is derived from other levels.

In discourse comprehension ("reversing" the arrows for a
moment), a reader is confronted with a text consisting of a linear
sequence of sentences containing cohesive elements and
topicalization patterns that define a textual surface structure. The
reader must be able to generate propositions for each text segment
(sentence or clause), carry out "local coherence inferences" to
connect propositions to earlier ones in the sequence and fill
missing information in slots, and finally generate a non-linear
semantic network structure (i.e., a frame) as a reconstruction of
the "semantic model" underlying the text. The ease with which a
non-linear frame structure can be generated will depend on how
frame information was sequenced, the explicitness of the
propositional representation of frame information, the quality and
complexity of the encoding of propositions in clause structures, and
the manner in which topicalization, cohesive relations and other
features of text surface structure relate to the frame structure .

In discourse production, this process is reversed: the writer
beghis by retrieving and/or generating a frame representation and
must make a series of decisions that eventually result in a textual



representation of the frame. This "mapping" is one-to-many (the
writer is continuously faced with choosing among many alternative
representations). Furthermore, text production occurs in real time:
the writer must continually generate semantic and language
representations that satiSfy multiple constraints. No account of
the writing process can be complete that does not account for how
writers' develop knowledge production and communicative
strategies to control these choices.

To illustrate processes involved in the generation of semantic_
structures in writing, I will use sample text productions from a
current study in which high school students familiar with a word
processing program (the Bank Street Writer) were asked to write
procedural texts providing instructions to other students not yet
familiar with this word processor. To develop a canonical model of
the procedu-ralframe for using the Bank Street Writer, we applied
frame analysis procedures to a text used in the school that
summarizes procedures for using the Bank Street Writer (Figures 8
11).

{InsertRaves -8=11- about herel

An example of a student writer's procedural text is given in
Figure 12.

[Insert Figurel-a about hecel

This student's text was analyzed by identifying information from
the procedural frame that was identified. In the next Figures, the
procedural nodes and links represented in the student's text are
indicatedin the sequence in which they were produced (Figures 13-
16).

LInsect -Figures 1346-about herej

Thus, the manner in which the writer selected Verne information,
and the linear sequence used to communicate it are reflected in the
Figure. This student identified connected frame structures and
eStablished a coherent strategy for sequencing this information in
text. Further propositional analysis of this student's text would
reflect the student's generation of propositions, and subsequent
analysis of clause and text surface structures would reflect



strategies for encoding and signalling frame information in text.

In summary, we are interested in how expert writers
coordinate their processes of frame generation, linearization,
proposition generation, encoding and textual staging in en-line text
generation, and eventually, in teaching novice writers to use these
strategies. The prior specification of frame structures (when texts
are being written in _delimitable domains of knowledge) has proven
to be effective in aiding the analysis of the tekt production process.
Furthermore, by studying readers comprehension of texts
embodying different production strategies at these various levels,
VVP can directly connect expert writers' strategies to their
communicative effects on various types of readers.

4. iNn envirnoment-for-planning and analyzing semantic
structures in writing,

Our observations of student writers suggest that they appear
to have difficulty with the specification and manipulation of the
semantic content of a text. Frequently the semantic representation
(frame structure) is inadequately developed, and students seem to
lack an ability to modify the content of their writing. Students do
appear to be able to modify sentence structures and textual
features of their writing, but not in a way that is related to the
function and organization of sentences to communicate meaning.

Thus we have what appears to be a paradoxical situation in
which, although one expects that tne primary function of language
is to communicate meaning, students appear to be unable to
manipulate their meanings while they are able to manipulate
sentence structures and text surface structures! One explanation of
this apparant anomaly is that text units appear as Dbjects that can
therefore can be manipulated, while "ideas" or meanings are not
represented directly as objects, but only as they have been encoded
in language and arranged in texts. What would appear to be
require, therefore, is a means for representing and manipulating
semantic .:t)jects. Such an environment would provide an aid to
analyzing problems with documents, and to revising and composing.

To explore this possibility, we are developing an object-
oriented environment for the representation of semantic structures
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graphically as objects on a computer screen. We are developing
three types of instructional environments based on the
representation and manipulation of semantic structures:

a) tutors for learning to carry out semantic analysis (parsing)
of texts for propositions and frame-level L.,emantie structures (The
purpose of semantic tutors is to provide students with explicit
tools for representing and analyzing the semantic structures of
written text, and an awareness of the variety of sentence/text
struotures that can be used to express a given semantic structure.
),

b) an environment for applying these tools to analyse and
revise texts (The text analysis environment will enable students to
analyze their own (or any) texts and modify their texts on the basis
of their analyses. This could include modifying the semantic frame
information, the means by which this is made explicit through
propositional instantiation, and the lineadzation and
communication of semantic information in sentence and text
structure. );

c) an environment for developing semantic representations,
planning, and composing texts from semantic representations (This
"semantic workbench" production environment will enable a student
to compose and manipulate graphic frame representations on the
screen, explore linearization strategies, and create sentences that
vary in the propositions they encode and the lexical, syntactic and
textual structures they employ.

A writer needs to be able to independently manipulate
different component representation:: in text production (as
specified by the rule-based cognitive theory of production) and to
understand how manipulating one level entails changes in
productions at other levels. The discourse production environment
will assist a student writer in developing facility in creating and
manipulating semantic and discourse structures, and in
understanding the relationships amono these representations that
are involved in rhetorical choice.
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Photosynthesis Z-xpeltText (Paragraph 11

(photo jrup)

(Note - < > 's enclose words that appear as nodes in CODA parsing
tree)

<Photosynthesis> is the «process»
by which <green> «plants» <harness>
the <energy> of <sunlight>
<absorbed> by <chlorophyll> to
<build> <organic> <compounds> from
<carbortjioxide> and <water> .

1

The reaction is often referred
to as assimilation of carbon
2

Photosynthesis has a
fundamental role to provide
organic food which is needed
by all living beings , plants
and animais , for their
existence , growth and
multiplication .

3
If photosynthesis did not
exist , all living beings
would disappear from the earth
within the lifetime of a

human generation .
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Segment 1 - Photosynthesis Expert Text

1.1 EQUIV
1.2 IDENT

1.3 "harness"
1.4 "energy"
1.5 "absorb"
1.6 "plants"
1.7 CAU
1.8 "build"

1.9 "compounds"

2.1 EQUIV
2.2 "assimilation"

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12

CAU
IDENT
"provide"
"food"
"role"
"need"
COND
"existence"
"growth"
"multiplication"
"living beings"
"living beings"

4.1 "exist"

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

"disappear"
"living beings"
"generation"
"generation"
COND

["Photosynthesis"], ["process"], POS;
rprocessi, [1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1
POS;
pat-re: plants, act-re: 1.4, POS;
cat-re: "sunlight", POS;
pat-re: "chlorophyll", act-re: 1.4, POS;
att-re: "green", POS;
[1.3], [1.8];
sour-re: "carbon_dioxide", "water,"
resu-re:1.9, POS;
att-re: "organic", POS;

rreactionl, [2.2], tern-re: "often", POS;
obj-re: "carbon", POS;

["photosynthesis"], ["role"], POS;
["role], [3.3, 3.4], POS;
obj-re: "food", POS;
att-re: "organic", POS;
att-re: "fundamental", POS;
pat-re: "living_beings" obj-re: "food", POS;
[3.4], [3.8, 3.9, 3.10], POS;
pat-re: "their", POS;
pat-re: "their", POS;
pat-re: "their", POS;
eat-re: "plant", POS;
cat-re: "animals", POS;

act-re: "photosynthesis", NEG;

sour-re: 5.2, dur-re: "lifetime", COND, POS:
loc-re: "earth", POS;
dur-re: "lifetime", POS;
att-re: "human", POS;
[4.1], [5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4], POS;
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Table 3

Protocol of Subject RW1.2112R

Bank Street Writer

Bank Street Writer is a program that allows you to correct
mistakes, add more words, delete words, erase words, move
paragraphs around in a text that you have typed in, without having to
type the text over. 1/
Bank Street Writer is I1k a word processing. 2/
B.S.W. is short for Bank Street Writer. 3 /

When you put the B.S.W. in the disk drive and turn on the computer
4

it will ask you for the data, starting from the month, date and year.
5

Then it will ask you for the tirne 6/
after you have pressed the return key after everyone of your
replies.1
You will see a title cover on the screen 8/
and then you will be in the writing rnode.8
On the top cf the Screen you will see instructions. 10/
B f rz in- .,. in h I h n 11/
{After reading the instructions you can type in your text.)

After you have finished typing your text 12/
you can press ESP 18/
and that will get you to the editing functions. 14 /
You get to the function that you want by using the arrow key
underneath ESP.16/
To save you highlight SAVE161
and press return.17/
On the screen there should appear questions like what do you want
the file to be called and etc.. 18 /
Answer the questions 18/
and then your input should be saved20/
if you have your disk in the second disk drive. 21 /

To print, you go back to the function mode 22/
and highlight PRINT.23/



Table 3 (cont.)

Answer the questions,24/
but before you should turn the computer channel to your
computer,25/
turn on the printer,26/{and}
fix the paper27/
and then you're ready to print 28 /
After answering all the questions the printer should start
printing29/.

To retrieve, you highlight RETRIEVE in the function mode 80/
and answer the questions that the machin-e {computer} asks. 31 /
It in-q-u-i-res things {asks queestions } like which input do you want to
retrieve. 32/

The Bank Street Writer is a program that I enjoy doing 33/
because it isn't very complicated. 84 /
I think that with this program it saves t me35 /
and it is fun to use.36
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